Introduction
A non-empty finite subset S of R" is said to be a discrete set of uniqueness, or to be uniquely reconstructible from its coordinate projection counting functions p*, . * . 3 P,, defined for every i in n = {1,2, . . . , n} and r E [w by P;.(r) = I{(G . . . ,x,)ES:xj=r}l, if no other finite T s R" has the same coordinate projections. We use n projections since fewer than it could never determine a non-empty set. The property of being a set of uniqueness is purely combinatorial, so we assume with no loss of generality that S EN" = (1, 2, . . . , N}" for some integer treat the set N" as the basic space for our definitions. Thus uniqueness if it is the only subset of N" with the projections N 3 2 and will S is a set of e(i) = I{(% . . . ,x,)ES:Xi=j}l, for all (i, i) E n x N.
P. C. Fishbum et al.
The paper is a complement and sequel to part I (see [3] ), which studies 'continuous' sets S in R" of finite Lebesgue measure with regard to their unique reconstructibility from their projections onto the n coordinate axes and clarifies Lorentz's [6] necessary and sufficient conditions for S c lR2 to be uniquely reconstructible. Part I notes that a disk is a (continuous) set of uniqueness and attempts to characterize all such sets. The discrete case has some differences from the 'continuous' case of part I that we explain below.
This paper studies the relation of a set S being a discrete set of uniqueness to the concepts of S being additive, which is sufficient for uniqueness, and of S having no bad configuration, which is necessary for uniqueness. These concepts are defined as follows.
(1) S is additive if there are i : N + R for ail i l n such that, for all x = (xi, . . . , x,) in N", i=l ( 2) A k-bud configuration for S (k 3 2) is a pair of lists consisting of k distinct vectors zl, . . . , zk in S and k distinct vectors wl, . . . , wk in N"\S such that ({h: z: =j}l = I{h: w: = j}) for all (i, j) E n X N.
A 2-bad configuration is also called a bad rectangle when n = 2.
(3) A weakly k-bud configuration for S is the same as a k-bad configuration except that vectors in zl, . . . , tk and w', . . . , wk do not have to be distinct. A multiplicity is a vector that appears more than once in the z list or the w list.
Hence a weakly k-bad configuration with no multiplicities is a k-bad configuration. Fig. 1 shows the indicator functions and projections of two subsets of 32. The right set is a set of uniqueness, but the left set is not since five other subsets of 32 have the same projections. The left set in Fig. 1 has several bad rectangles, e.g. (z', z2) = ((2, l), (3, 2) ) and ( w', w') = ((3, l), (2, 2)) but the right set has none. (In the figure, the margins are arranged for 1 through N bottom-up and left-to-right.)
It may also be observed that additivity and bad configurations are unaffected by changes in N so long as S c N". For example, if M is the smallest integer for set of uniqueness 11 1 which S G M", if S is additive in the context of M", and if M < N, then S is additive also in the context of iV": just extend each 5 by making J(i) very negative for M <j s N. Section 2 characterizes uniqueness and additivity in terms of bad configurations. It is easily shown that S is a set of uniqueness if and only if it has no bad configuration (Theorem 1). We then use solution theory for linear inequalities to prove that S is additive if and only if it has no weakly bad configuration (Theorem 2).
Section 3 shows that all our concepts reduce to the simple case of no bad rectangle when n = 2. That is, if S E iV2, then uniqueness, additivity, no bad configuration, no weakly bad configuration, and no bad rectangle are mutually equivalent (Theorem 3).
Section 4 proves that these concepts are all distinct when n 2 3. We show first that there are S E N3 with 3-bad configurations but no 2-bad configuration (Theorem 4). We then prove that there is a set in 53 that is a set of uniqueness but is not additive. In other words, this set has no bad configurations but does have a weakly bad configuration (Theorem 5). This result contrasts with the 'continuous' case of part I. We show there that, in all dimensions, an open set has no bad configuration if and only if it has no weakly bad configuration.
Section 5 gives a brief summary and some open problems. Our study can be viewed as an extension of previous work on similar questions for the Boolean case of N = 2 carried out in the context of Boolean function theory, switching circuit theory, and game theory [l, 5,7-S, lo] . The result that additivity implies uniqueness (cf. Theorems 1 and 2) for N = 2 was independently proved by Chow [l] and Lapidot [5] , and Winder [lo] mentions an example attributed to Gabelman which shows that uniqueness does not imply additivity (cf. Theorem 5) when N = 2 and it = 15. Our paper does not address the question of the existence of an S with given projections. Necessary and sufficient conditions for existence in dimension 2 are given in Ryser [9, p. 631 for the discrete case, and in Kellerer [4] and Lorentz [6] for the continuous case. Little seems to be known on the existence question in 3 or more dimensions.
Characterizations by bad configurations
We show first that S is uniquely reconstructible from its coordinate projections if and only if it has no bad configuration. Moreover, {z', . . . , zk} and {w', . . . , w"} clearly have the same coordinate projections, so their lists form a k-bad configuration. Cl
Since a set with no weakly bad configuration cannot have a bad configuration, our next theorem implies that every additive S is a set of uniqueness. We now apply the rational version of the linear separation theorem [2, Lemmas 2 and 3, Chapter 51 which says that if 1 c K s M, and if y', . . . , yM are rational vectors in RnN, then exactly one of (A) and (B) holds:
(A) There is a u E RnN suchthatu.yk>Ofork=l,...,K,andu*yk~Ofor k=K+l,.
. . , M; (B) There are nonnegative integers r,, . . . , r,,, with rl + . . . + r, > 0 such that cr=, ,j& = 0 for j = 1, . . . ) nN.
To apply this to the additivity reformulation of the preceding paragraph, let 1 y,..., yK enumerate T,, and let yK+l, . . . , yM enumerate the negatives of the vectors in T1 (so, for (A), the inequality u . t S 0 for T, is written as u . (-t) 2 0). It follows that S is additive if and only if (B) is false. Theorem 2 then follows from the observation that (B) is tantamount to the existence of a weakly k-bad configuration for some k 2 2. In particular, if (B) holds, form the z from rk copies of each yk (mapped back into S) for k < K, and form the w from rk copies of each -yk (mapped back into Nn\S) for k > K. Then the summation conclusion of (B) for j=l,.
. . , nN is precisely the same as the condition, 1 {h: zf = j}l = 1 {h: wf' =j}l for all (i, j) E n x N, that characterizes a weakly bad configuration. 0
Bad rectangles
While additivity and unique reconstructibility are not generally equivalent, they are identical when n = 2. (1) S is a set of uniqueness;
(2) S is additive; (3) S has no k-bad configuration for all k 3 2; (4) S has no weakly k-bad configuration for all k 2 2; (5) S has no bad rectangle.
Proof. By the preceding theorems, (1) @ (3) and (2) e (4). Also, (4) + (3) + (5). It therefore suffices to prove (5) + (4). This is done by the following lemma to complete the proof. 0 Lemma 1. Suppose S s N2 has the weakly k-bad configuration {(z', . . . , zk), (WI,. . . , wk)}, all zh E S, and all wh E N2\S. Then S has a bad rectangle.
Proof. We first show that the given weakly k-bad configuration has an l-bad configuration for some 2 c 1 c k. Begin at z1 = (xi, x2) and alternate between w's and z's so that in a z-to-w move the first component remains fixed, and in a w-to-z move the second component remains fixed. Thus the first w is (x1, y2), the next z is (yl, y2), and so forth. The defining equations for a weakly k-bad configuration ensure that this process continues until either the next z or the next w is identical to an earlier term in the alternating sequence. When this first happens, the string of terms from that earlier term to the term immediately before its twin produces an l-bad configuration with 2 < 1 c k. Suppose 1 > 2 and the l-bad configuration in alternating form begins (x1, x2) E S, (xi, y2) E N2\S, and (yi, y2) E S. If (yl, x2) E N2\S, we have a bad rectangle. Otherwise (yl, x2) E S and we replace the first three terms in the alternating sequence by (yl, x2) to obtain an (I -1)-bad configuration. By repeating this operation, we eventually obtain a bad rectangle. 0
Three dimensions
We illustrate differences between n = 2 and higher dimensions by examples for IZ = 3. Needless to say, similar examples exist for iz 2 4. Our first example involves the set S1 = (111,222, 333, 221,233, 131, 122,323, 113, 121, 133,223, 123,231) of 14 points in 33.
Theorem 4. S1 has no 2-bad configuration and it is not a set of uniqueness.
Proof. S, is not a set of uniqueness because $=lll, 2*=222, 23=333; rvl = 132, rv* = 213, w3 = 321 is clearly a 3-bad configuration for S,. However, S, has no 2-bad configuration. To see this, suppose to the contrary that S1 has a 2-bad configuration. Let C denote its four points. Suppose first that a point in S, rl C ends in 2. Then, since only 222 and 122 from Si end in 2, one of the two points in (33\S1) n C has 2 in its second position. Since the only points in 33\S1 with a 2 in the second position are 322 and 321, some point in S, fl C has 3 in its first position, hence must be either 333 or 323. Therefore some point in (33\S,) n C has 3 in its third position, and it can be only 213 or 313. Hence S1 tl C contains either 222 or 122, and either 333 or 323; (33\S1) n C contains either 322 or 321, and either 213 or 313.
However, no choices here produce a 2-bad configuration.
We can therefore assume that neither point in Si n C ends in 2. Similarly, we can presume that neither point in (33\S1) rl C ends in 3. When all points that end in 2 or 3 are deleted from 33, we are left with 111, 221, 131, 121 and 231 from Si; 321, 211, 331 and 311 from 33\S,.
Since nothing left in 33\S1 begins with 1, and nothing left in S, begins with 3, further reductions leave only 221 and 231 from S, along with 211 from 33\S1. Since these remainders do not give a 2-bad configuration, we conclude that Si has no 2-bad configuration. 0
We observe next that additivity and uniqueness do not coincide when n = 3. The set S, E S3 of Fig. 2 illustrates the difference between a bad configuration and a weakly bad configuration. In the figure, & is the set of (x1, x2, x3) where there is a 1 or a z' in row x1 (bottom up), column x2 (left-to-right), and level x3 (left array to right array). All other triples are in S3\&. 
Proof. S,
has the weakly 6-bad configuration {(z', zl, z3, z4, z5, z6), (w', IV', rv3, w4, w5, w")} as is easily seen from the fact that there are equal numbers of z's and w's (counting z' twice) in each array and in each row and column of the arrays taken together. Thus S, is not additive according to Theorem 2.
The rest of this section shows that S, is a set of uniqueness. We note first that if S, is reduced by removing exactly one of its five z points, then the reduced S, is additive and is therefore a set of uniqueness. This is done by demonstrating fi, f2 and f3 that verify additivity for each of the five one-point-reduced &'s. Suitable values are shown in Table 1 , where blanks denote copies of the values in the first (2') column. For example, under zl, For example, LYE = 23 since the only points in row 1 not in .S, are w6 and its right-hand neighbor at x3 = 5, and y3 = 12 since S, has 12 points in level 3. Suppose z1 is removed from S, and the marginals are reduced accordingly: cu, goes from 5 to 4, /I4 from 9 to 8, and y1 from 20 to 19. Then, by the Table 1 analysis, and given the exclusion of z' = (4, 4, l), the modified marginals identify a set of uniqueness, namely S,\{z'}. That is, without making any assumptions whatsoever about which of the 124 points in S3\{z1} might be in the set of uniqueness Si, we must get S; = !$\{z'} from the modified marginals. Consequently, if we assume at the outset that z1 is in S,, then the original marginals imply that S, itself is a set of uniqueness.
The same conclusion holds analogously for each of the other z's in Fig. 2 .
Hence, if any one of the five z's is presumed at the start to be in S,, then S, is a set of uniqueness. It follows that the only possible way for S, not to be a set of uniqueness is for there to exist a set T that has the same marginals as S, and contains none of the five z points. We prove that there is no such T.
Suppose to the contrary that such a T exists. Since it excludes all z's, we place O's in those cells (0 = not in T; 1 = in T) as shown at the top of Fig. 3 . The figure notes the marginals from S, that are to be duplicated by T. The rest of the proof involves a series of steps that attempt to construct the alleged T and ultimately concludes that there is none. Step 1. Since (Y~ = 23 and we already have a 0 at (1, 5, 4), there is only one more 0 in row 1. Suppose the last level ( ys = 6) has five l's in its first row. Since ys = 6 there is then only one 1 above row 1 in level 5. Because o2 = 21, this 1 must be in the second row of level 5, with solid l's in row 2 at all previous levels.
Moreover, since (Ye = 23 and y4 = 8, the other 0 for row 1 must be in level 4, so there are solid l's in row 1 for levels 1, 2 and 3. But then we get eight l's in column 5, two in each of the first three levels and one each in the last two levels, while p5 = 7, so a contradiction arises and we conclude (a) the second 0 for row 1 must be in level 5.
Step 2. Conclusion (a) implies that row 1 has solid l's until we get to the 0 at z5 = (1, 5, 4). Moreover, since row 1 has four l's in level 5 and y5 = 6, there are at most two l's in row 2 of level 5, hence (a* = 21) at least four l's in row 2 of The middle of Figure 3 shows the implications for T obtained thus far. there are O's in rows 3 and 4 of levels 2 and 3 in column 3. Then, in addition to the four l's in row 3 of level 1, there are only three positions in row 3 that are not already filled with O's (the first two places in level 2, the first place in level 3), which yields a contradiction to cu3 = 8.
Step 4. The next conclusion is (e) the 0 in row 2, level 4, is in (2, 5, 4) . Suppose to the contrary that there is a 1 in (2, 5, 4) . Then, since /I5 = 7, there are O's in rows 3, 4 and 5 of levels 1, 2 and 3 in column 5, and a 0 at (2, 5, 5) . As in the preceding step, this forces l's in level 1 at (row 5, columns 1, 2, 3), (row 4, columns 1, 2, 3) and (row 3, columns l-4), and a 0 in (5,4,1) along with O's in row 5 of levels 2 and 3. We then require O's in column 4, (rows 4 and 5, levels 2 and 3), and in (2,4,4) and (2,4,5) because of p4 = 9. But then there can be at most seven l's in row 3, again contradicting cu, = 8. The bottom part of Fig. 3 shows the further implications of (d) and (e). The additional O's in column 4 are forced by (d), (e) and p4 = 9.
Step 5. Given the bottom part of Fig. 3 as forced by (a)-(e) and the marginals of S,, ps = 7 allows at most one more 1 in column 5 of level 1. Since yi = 20, level 1 must have l's in its upper left 3-by-3 matrix, a 0 at (5,5, l), and levels 2 and 3 must then have O's in row 5 because of cyg = 3. The final 1 for level 1 is in either (3,5, 1) or (4,5,1); this completes both y1 = 20 and p5 = 7. These completions along with /33 = 12 force O's in the unfilled positions in columns 3 and 5 of levels 2 and 3, and once again we obtain a contradiction to a3 = 8.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5 since we have shown that there is no T with the same marginals as $ that contains none of the z in Fig. 2. 0 
Discussion
Although the notions of unique reconstructibility and additivity seem rather different, they are very closely related and in fact coincide in dimension 2. When it > 3, additivity implies unique reconstructibility, but not conversely. In other words, some S s N" for it 3 3 have weakly bad configurations (with multiplicities) but no bad configurations.
A specific example of this was given for 53, and we suspect that there is no smaller example. In particular, it seems likely that every S in 43 that is a set of uniqueness is also additive, but we offer no proof and leave it as an exercise for interested readers.
There are a number of challenging combinatorial problems not addressed in the paper. One of these is whether there is a finite upper bound (at least 3 by Theorem 4) on k for k-bad configurations that one need not go beyond to determine whether S c N3 for arbitrary N is a set of uniqueness. Similar questions apply for n 2 4. Another problem is to count the number of sets of uniqueness or the number of additive sets as a function of N and n, perhaps up to isomorphism through permutations on N for each dimension.
